Pushing versus pulling: division of labour between tarsal attachment pads in cockroaches
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Adhesive organs on the legs of arthropods and vertebrates are strongly direction dependent, making contact only when pulled towards the body but detaching when pushed away from it. Here we show that the two types of attachment pads found in cockroaches (Nauphoeta cinerea), tarsal euplantulae and pretarsal arolium, serve fundamentally different functions. Video recordings of vertical climbing revealed that euplantulae are almost exclusively engaged with the substrate when legs are pushing, whereas arolia make contact when pulling. Thus, upward-climbing cockroaches used front leg arolia and hind leg euplantulae, whereas hind leg arolia and front leg euplantulae were engaged during downward climbing. Single-leg friction force measurements showed that the arolium and euplantulae have an opposite direction dependence. Euplantulae achieved maximum friction when pushed distally, whereas arolium forces were maximal during proximal pulls. This direction dependence was not explained by the variation of shear stress but by different contact areas during pushing or pulling. The changes in contact area result from the arrangement of the flexible tarsal chain, tending to detach the arolium when pushing and to peel off euplantulae when in tension. Our results suggest that the euplantulae in cockroaches are not adhesive organs but ‘friction pads’, mainly providing the necessary traction during locomotion.
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1. INTRODUCTION

Many insects, spiders and some vertebrates are capable of climbing and walking upside down on diverse substrates, using adhesive structures on their legs (Scherge & Gorb 2001). The performance of adhesive organs is striking because of the animals’ capability of controlling attachment rapidly during locomotion. The detailed mechanisms of how they combine the conflicting tasks of running and making stable adhesive contacts are still largely unclear (Federle & Endlein 2004).

One fundamental property of most tarsal adhesive structures used for locomotion is their direction dependence. Attachment systems of many different animals maximize forces when legs are pulled towards the body but detach when moved in the opposite direction; examples include flies (Niederegger & Gorb 2003), bush crickets (Gorb & Scherge 2000), ants (Federle et al. 2001; Federle & Endlein 2004), tree frogs (Hanna & Barnes 1991), spiders (Hill 1977) and geckos (Autumn et al. 2000, 2006a). Despite its omnipresence among adhesive systems, direction dependence appears to be achieved by different structures and mechanisms. For example, in fibrillar adhesive systems, distally oriented seta shafts and asymmetrically structured tips make setae non-adhesive by default, only making full contact when pulled proximally (Autumn & Hansen 2006; Autumn et al. 2006a; Federle 2006; Gravish et al. 2008). The mechanisms of direction dependence are less clear in smooth pads. In hymenopteran insects, adhesive pads unfold passively, increasing contact area, when pulled towards the body (Federle et al. 2001). In Tettigonia viridissima, the anisotropy of pad friction forces was proposed to result from the orientation of cuticular fibres (Gorb & Scherge 2000). However, it is still unclear whether the directionality of adhesive pads is based on changes in contact area or pad efficiency (shear stress).

Direction dependence allows animals to control attachment and detachment via shear forces, by pulling their legs towards or pushing their legs away from the body. The proximal pull required to maximize adhesion is often achieved passively, e.g. during inverted walking, where the sprawled posture of insects generates a strong in-plane force component. However, there are many situations where legs need to attach while the force vector is pointing away from the body. This is the case for all legs during level walking and for legs below the centre of gravity in vertically climbing insects (Goldman et al. 2006). Here the force away from the body should cause the pads to detach. So far, no study has investigated how animals solve this intrinsic problem of direction-dependent pads. The observation that tree frogs are unable to adhere to smooth surfaces in the head-down orientation indicates that direction dependence can indeed give rise to locomotory constraints (Hanna & Barnes 1991).

Species with multiple toes such as geckos could avoid detachment by aligning some of their toes opposite to the force vector (Autumn et al. 2006b; Goldman et al. 2006), but how do insects without ‘toes’ overcome this problem? In this study we demonstrate that in cockroaches, pushing and pulling are achieved by different parts of the tarsus, which are specialized for these tasks. Many insects possess one or two adhesive organs located on a single segment, in most cases the pretarsus (Beutel & Gorb 2001). However, there are several insect orders that have evolved additional...
pads on the more proximal tarsus segments. These structures on the ventral side of one or more tarsomeres are called (eu-)plantulae and occur not only in cockroaches (order Dictyoptera) but also in the Phasmatodea, Mantophasmatodea, Orthoptera, Grylloblattodea, as well as some Plecoptera, Dermaptera and Hymenoptera (Beutel & Gorb 2001, 2006; Schulmeister 2003).

Here we investigate the biological function of the pretarsal arolium and the tarsal euplantulae in cockroaches by addressing the following questions: (i) how are arolium and euplantulae used during locomotion? (ii) how do friction forces, contact area and shear stress of both pad types depend on sliding direction? and (iii) how is the biological function of arolium and euplantulae related to their morphology?

2. MATERIAL AND METHODS

(a) Study animals

Adult cockroaches (Nauphoeta cinerea, Blaberidae; body mass: 541 ± 25 mg; mean ± s.e., n = 31) were taken from a laboratory colony kept at 24°C with food and water ad libitum.

(b) Morphology

Pads were studied using scanning electron microscopy (SEM) and freeze-fracture techniques. Legs from adult cockroaches were amputated and immediately transferred into fixative (4% glutaraldehyde in 0.1 M PIPES buffer at pH 7.4) for 48 hours at 4°C. Legs were then washed with de-ionized water and gradually dehydrated with 100% ethanol. Legs were frozen in liquid nitrogen, fractured using a cooled razor blade, transferred back to 100% ethanol and critical point dried. All preparations were mounted on SEM stubs, sputter-coated with gold 20 nm thick, and examined in a FEI XL30-FEG SEM at 10 kV.

(c) Video observation of climbing

To examine how the arolium and euplantulae are used during locomotion, cockroaches were filmed while running up or down a vertical, clear Perspex square tube at 250 fps, using two Redlake PCI 1000 B/W or Hot Shot 1280PCI cameras (see figure 1S in the electronic supplementary material). Only stereotyped runs that had passed completely through the field of view were used (running speeds ranged from 0.04 to 0.30 m s⁻¹). One camera viewed the insect from a lateral perspective, showing the legs and adhesive pads as they came into contact with the surface. A cut-out in the tube was covered with a glass cover-slip to image adhesive contact area from below using reflected light. We used a stereo microscope with coaxial illuminator (Wild M3C, Leica) to obtain high-contrast images of the pad contact zone (Federle et al. 2002). Video analysis was performed with custom-made programs written in MATLAB (The Mathworks).

We determined whether the arolium or the euplantulae or both made contact with the substrate. When euplantulae and arolium were in contact simultaneously, we determined for each frame the proportion of the total contact area contributed by each pad. This ‘relative’ contact area was then averaged over all frames in a single stride. Results are shown as the relative contact area of the euplantulae; results for the arolium are simply the difference to 100%.

(d) Single-leg force measurements

To measure friction forces of tarsal and pretarsal pads, cockroaches were briefly anaesthetized using CO₂ and fastened to a mount using parafilm tape. Nauphoeta cinerea hind legs were used for all measurements and were tested in two different conditions, ‘fixed’ and ‘footloose’. In the fixed condition, all tarsal segments as well as the dorsal side of the pretarsus were immobilized by attaching them to the mount using paraffin wax or dental cement (ESPE Protemp III, 3 M). The footloose condition was devised to test the tarsus in a more natural state. To examine euplantulae in the footloose condition, hind legs were fixed at the tibia so that the tarsus was free to move. For the arolium, however, it was impossible to leave the whole tarsus unfixed, because even moderate normal forces (greater than 0.4 mN, n = 3) brought the euplantulae into surface contact (see video 3 in the electronic supplementary material). To test the arolium footloose, we therefore fixed the tarsus at the fourth tarsal segment so that pretarsus and fifth tarsal segment remained free.

Forces were measured using a two-dimensional bending beam equipped with 350 Ω foil strain gauges (see figure 2S in the electronic supplementary material). The hind leg was brought into contact with a glass cover-slip (12×12×0.1 mm) attached to the distal end of the bending beam. The contact area was recorded under reflected light using a Redlake PCI 1000 B/W camera at 10 Hz. Force input signals were amplified (GSV1T8, ME-Systeme) and recorded to a data acquisition board (PCI-6035E, National Instruments) with a sampling frequency of 100 Hz. The bending beam was mounted on a computer-controlled three-dimensional positioning stage (M-126PD, C-843, Physik Instrumente). Motor movements, video trigger and force recording were synchronized by a custom-made LabVIEW program (National Instruments).

Before a friction measurement, the pad was brought into contact with the glass plate for 10 s with a normal force of 2 mN, using force feedback (frequency = 10 Hz). This force was chosen since it approximately represents the load on a single leg during tripod locomotion of a 600 mg cockroach. Sliding movements covering 3 mm were performed with a velocity of 0.2 mm s⁻¹ either in the proximal direction (imitating the leg pulling towards the body) or in the distal direction (imitating the leg pushing away from the body). In the fixed condition, the normal force was kept constant during each slide via force feedback. In the footloose condition, force feedback would cause the tarsal chain to buckle during distal slides. We therefore performed footloose trials with a constant z-position of the motor after an initial preload of 2 mN. Results for all analyses are presented as mean ± s.e.

3. RESULTS

(a) Morphology

The tarsus of N. cinerea cockroaches is similar in structure to that of previously studied cockroaches (Roth & Willis 1952; Arnold 1974; Frazier et al. 1999). Each of the five tarsomeres, except the fifth, distal one (Th5), bear on the ventral surface soft pad-like structures, the euplantulae (length = 263.2 ± 19 μm, width = 309.0 ± 10.3 μm, n = 6; figure 1b). The fifth tarsal segment articulates with the pretarsus, which bears the claws and the arolium (length = 133.9 ± 14 μm, width = 413.2 ± 17.3 μm, n = 3; figure 1a). The arolium itself appears smooth under light microscopy,

but SEM revealed areas on its surface with different microstructures (figure 1e). The surface of the adhesive contact zone appeared smooth, but distal to the contact zone the cuticular surface is specialized into a region of knobs, as described in the desert locust (Kendall 1970). Proximal from the contact area, the pad is covered in regularly spaced protuberances of less than 0.5 μm height termed cuticular spines by Kendall (1970).

Freeze-fracture techniques showed that the inner cuticle of the arolium contact zone (and of the region of knobs distal to this) is made up of numerous branched rods oriented distally at an angle to the surface (angle $\alpha = 57.15 \pm 1.53$, $n = 31$; figure 1c) originating from the deeper endocuticle layer. Deeper below the surface these rods are thicker (diameter 1.44 ± 0.10 μm, $n = 31$) and branch into finer rods near the surface (diameter 0.36 ± 0.03 μm, $n = 41$). The inner layer of thick rods varies in height from 61 μm distally to 14.5 μm proximally. The outer layer of thin rods is only present under the adhesive contact zone and has a more constant height.

Figure 1. Morphology of arolium and euplantulae in *N. cinerea*. (a,b) Arrangement of attachment structures on the tarsus. (c) Freeze fracture of the arolium contact zone showing branched cuticle fibres. (d) Cuticle structure of the euplantulae. (e) Surface morphology of the arolium. (f) Epicuticle of the arolium and fine rods of the procuticle. (g) Epicuticle of the euplantulae and procuticular rods. (h) Surface profile of the euplantulae. Ar, arolium; Cl, claws; PrT, pretarsus; Ta1-5, tarsal segments 1–5; ORL, outer rod layer; IRL, inner rod layer; Ep, epicuticle; Pro, procuticle; d, distal direction.
Table 1. Contact of adhesive pads in strides of vertically climbing cockroaches.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>front legs</th>
<th>middle legs</th>
<th>hind legs</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>up</td>
<td>down</td>
<td>up</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>arolium only</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>euplantulae only</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>both</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>10</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>total strides</td>
<td>13</td>
<td>9</td>
<td>14</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

(13.68 ± 0.97 μm, n = 10). The fibrous procuticle is covered by an epicuticle of less than 100 nm thickness (figure 1f).

The euplantulae contain regularly spaced pits on the ventral surface (four per pad) holding in their centre two sensilla, similar to those described for desert locusts (Kendall 1970) and other roach species (Roth & Willis 1952). The surface of the pad is covered by a regular pattern of oblong ‘platelets’ (lateral length 11.58 ± 0.59 μm, n = 13, proximal–distal length 4.32 ± 0.30 μm, n = 13), separated by small ridges. The distal facing edge of these ridges is steeper than the proximal facing edge, giving the impression that each platelet overlaps the one preceding it (figure 1h). Similar to the adhesive cuticle of the arolium, the cuticle of the euplantulae contains a layer of rod-like structures which are oriented distally (figure 1d) diameter 0.57 ± 0.01 μm, n = 24). However, the procuticle layer is thinner (height 9.56 ± 0.32 μm, n = 7) and the rods are not branched and are more intimately connected with each other, so that the structure appears ‘spongy’. The amorphous epicuticle of the euplantulae is much thicker than that of the arolium (figure 1g, thickness 1012 ± 48 nm, n = 6).

(b) Use of arolium and euplantulae during vertical climbing

We investigated the movements of the tarsus and the adhesive contact area of arolium and euplantulae when cockroaches climbed upward or downward. We discovered that the position of the legs relative to the body determined which pad was mainly employed (table 1). As a rule, legs that were above the body centre of mass used the arolium while legs below the centre of mass used the euplantulae. Thus, the front legs used mainly the arolium when climbing upward but mainly the euplantulae when going head first downward (see videos 1 and 2 in the electronic supplementary material). The exact opposite was found in the hind legs, where the euplantulae were engaged when climbing upward but the arolium when going downward (figure 2a). The frequency of pad use was significantly different for the front legs (Craddock–Flood’s z2,22 = 10.72, p = 0.005) and the hind legs (Craddock–Flood’s z2,21 = 10.79, p = 0.004) but not for the middle legs (Craddock–Flood’s z2,24 = 3.49, p = 0.174).

In some cases, both euplantulae and arolium made contact. In these strides, we measured the relative contact area contribution of each pad (figure 2b,c). Again, the contribution of each pad differed strongly between upward and downward climbing. In the front legs, the relative contact area of the euplantulae was significantly larger during downward climbing (Mann–Whitney U_{0.5} = 52, p = 0.002) whereas in the hind legs, it was significantly higher during upward climbing (Mann–Whitney U_{0.5} = 42, p = 0.001); however, no significant difference was found in the middle legs (Mann–Whitney U_{0.5} = 22, p = 0.945).

The striking difference in pad use between upward and downward climbing in front and hind legs can be explained by a difference between pushing and pulling. Legs above the body centre of mass mainly pull, whereas legs below it mainly push to balance the force of gravity.

(c) Direction dependence of arolium and euplantulae

We investigated whether arolium and euplantulae are direction dependent by quantifying single-pad shear forces in the proximal and distal directions. When pads were tested in the footloose condition (table 2), arolium and euplantulae showed an opposite directionality, consistent with the observed use of both pads during climbing (see...
the footloose condition, this difference disappeared when the directionality of arolium and euplantulae partly disappeared or even reversed. In the fixed arolium, forces were significantly higher in the proximal direction. As in the fixed condition (table 3), the direction dependence of adhesive structures may be disadvantageous when the force vector of the leg tends to detach a pad, e.g. during level walking.

Our findings show that cockroaches (N. cinerea) have overcome this problem by employing two different pads with opposite directional dependence. In free walking cockroaches, the most distal pad, the arolium, is used primarily when the leg pulls towards the body, while the tarsal pads (euplantulae) are used when the leg is pushing away from it. This ‘division of labour’ between the two different pad types is consistent with the results of the single-leg force measurements. When the leg was secured in the more natural footloose position, friction forces of the arolium were significantly higher during a proximal slide than a distal slide, while the opposite was true for the euplantulae (figure 3).

4. DISCUSSION

All animals running with adhesive structures must have efficient ways of controlling surface contact to satisfy the conflicting demands of attachment and detachment. One widespread mechanism to control attachment and detachment is the directionality of attachment devices (Hanna & Barnes 1991; Autumn et al. 2000, 2006a; Federle et al. 2002; Niederegger & Gorb 2003). Most structures attach or interlock with a proximal pull and detach with a distal push (Autumn et al. 2000; Federle et al. 2002). However, a direction dependence of adhesive structures may be disadvantageous when the force vector of the leg tends to detach a pad, e.g. during level walking.

Our findings show that cockroaches (N. cinerea) have overcome this problem by employing two different pads with opposite directional dependence. In free walking cockroaches, the most distal pad, the arolium, is used primarily when the leg pulls towards the body, while the tarsal pads (euplantulae) are used when the leg is pushing away from it. This ‘division of labour’ between the two different pad types is consistent with the results of the single-leg force measurements. When the leg was secured in the more natural footloose position, friction forces of the arolium were significantly higher during a proximal slide than a distal slide, while the opposite was true for the euplantulae (figure 3).

The separate use of arolium and euplantulae for inverted and upright running was noted by other authors (Roth & Willis 1952; Arnold 1974; Larsen et al. 1997; Frazier et al. 1999), but its functional significance as an adaptation for the different tasks of pulling and pushing has not been recognized. Roth & Willis (1952) and Arnold (1974) noted that in several cockroach species, the arolium was kept away from the surface at rest and during level walking while the euplantulae are in contact. In mantophasmids (Mantophasma zephyra) the arolium is conspicuously folded away from the surface during normal walking, but is quickly brought into contact for emergency situations, such as additional loading or sudden wind pulses (Beutel & Gorb 2006). For most insects, a contraction of the claw flexor muscle brings the pretarsus into surface contact (Snodgrass 1935; Roth & Willis 1952) and it folds away by the recoil of elastic resilin cuticle at the penultimate tarsal joint (Frazier et al. 1999). Thus, our findings show that the claw flexor muscle is relaxed during push strides and probably contracted during pull strides. This suggests that insects can easily change the tarsus configuration for a push or a pull stride via the claw flexor muscle.

Our findings show that the cockroach arolium and euplantulae possess an opposed direction dependence, which corresponds to the usage of different pads for...
Contact area and contact efficiency may explain the existence of frictional anisotropy in adhesive structures: (i) a change of contact area or (ii) a change in the pad existence of frictional anisotropy in adhesive structures: pushing and pulling. Two mechanisms may explain the division of labour for pushing and pulling between the proximal and distal slides for the arolium and the euplantulae (tables 2 and 3). One exception was the proximal slide. This, however, is the opposite of what would be expected if changes in shear stress were the cause of the directional dependence. Thus, the anisotropic friction of both arolium and euplantulae in cockroaches is caused by changes in adhesive contact area, which increases significantly for the arolium during a proximal pull and for the euplantulae during a distal push.

As the arolium of cockroaches is not unfoldable (Roth & Willis 1952), an increase in contact area by unfolding, as shown for hymenopteran, mectoperan and trichopteran insects, is not possible (Snodgrass 1956; Heming 1971; Beutel & Gorb 2001). Similarly, lateral views of the tarsus indicate that neither the surface of the arolium nor the euplantulae are sloped like the tips of many adhesive setae, which would maximize contact area in the preferred direction by bending. However, the characteristic changes of contact area in both arolium and euplantulae can be explained by the mechanics of the tarsal chain.

In all insects, the tarsal chain consists of up to five segments linked via flexible joints (Snodgrass 1935). In most running animals, including sprawled-posture insects, joint torques are minimized by keeping ground reaction force vectors approximately aligned along the legs (Full et al. 1991). During a pulling stride, if both euplantulae and arolium are in contact with the surface, the force vector will tend to lift and pull the tarsal pads off the surface. In this situation, the peel force will be concentrated on the most proximal pad in contact, causing the euplantulae to detach from the surface. The arolium may be the most resistant to this peel force, because it is wider than the euplantulae (and peel force is directly proportional to width). If no adhesive structures are present on the pretarsus, as in beetles and bush crickets (Stork 1980; Gorb et al. 2000), it is usually the most distal tarsal pad which is conspicuously wider than the more proximal pads (Beutel & Gorb 2001), indicating a similar function.

In contrast to proximal pulls, a distal push is always coupled with a force directed towards the surface (for climbing cockroaches see Goldman et al. 2006). Thus, there will be a greater normal force for each euplantula in contact, increasing the contact area. However, a distal push on the arolium may cause the tarsus to buckle upwards, due to the flexibility of the tarsal and tarsopretarsal joints. This instability caused by the arolium contact may provide a functional explanation as to why the last tarsal segment is often kept conspicuously off the surface during a pushing stride (Roth & Willis 1952; Arnold 1974). In general, the possibility of using a distal pre- (tarsal) attachment structure for pushing is limited owing to the chain-like construction of the tarsus. More proximally located attachment structures such as the euplantulae are better adapted for pushing because the tarsus is less susceptible to buckling. The stability of the proximal tarsus is enhanced by the extensive overlap between the proximal tarsal segments Ta1-Ta4 on their lateral walls, limiting the mobility of the intersegmental joints (Frazier et al. 1999).

While the distal arolium acts as an adhesive pad, resisting peeling, the function of the more proximal euplantulae is clearly different. Cockroaches use their euplantulae only when the foot is pressed onto the surface, when no adhesive forces are needed. For insects with a sprawled posture, however, sufficient friction forces are needed to prevent slipping. Thus, our results show that the euplantulae of cockroaches are not adhesive organs but mainly serve as friction pads.

The division of labour for pushing and pulling between proximal and distal tarsus appears to be widespread among arthropods. Many groups without euplantulae possess distally directed hairs or bristles on the ventral surface of the tarsus (e.g. Hymenoptera: Schulmeister 2003, Frantsevich & Gorb 2004). Tarsal segments covered by these hairs probably have the same direction dependence as the euplantulae, though they may only interlock on sufficiently rough surfaces. In jumping spiders, pretarsal scopulae were reported to make contact when pulled towards the body (Hill 1977), whereas a higher friction in the distal direction was found for the tarsal and metatarsal scopulae of bird and hunting spiders (Niederegger & Gorb 2006).

Our morphological analysis of the arolium and the euplantulae in N. cinerea confirms earlier findings obtained by light microscopy (Roth & Willis 1952) and supports the division of labour between the euplantulae and the arolium. The procuticle of the arolium is composed of many branched cuticular rods which have been noted in adhesive structures of many other insects (Slifer 1950; Kendall 1970; Gorb et al. 2000; Beutel & Gorb 2001). The branched fibre morphology may allow close moulding to surface structures of different length scales, thereby increasing adhesive contact area (Gorb et al. 2000).
By contrast, the euplantulae show a much thicker epicuticle and a thinner procuticle in which the fibres are not branched. This supports the conclusion by Roth & Willis (1952) that the euplantulae are not as soft as the arolium and less well adapted for adhering to rough substrates. For sufficient friction, however, it is less critical to make full contact to a rough surface, as high friction forces can be achieved even with very little contact area, especially if some interlocking is involved (Yoshizawa et al. 1993). Moreover, the cuticular surface of the euplantulae is characterized by a series of microscopic steps, with steeper sides facing distally. The advantages of such a surface profile are obvious. A distal push would reduce slipping on a rough surface, by catching small irregularities in the surface. The microstructured topography of the euplantulae may also account for the higher shear strength in the euplantulae when compared with the arolium. As the pad profile will facilitate drainage of the fluid secretion (Federle et al. 2006; Persson 2007), the highest peaks of the pad surface may come into closer contact with the substrate, which may be essential for generating high friction forces.

Direction dependence of attachment structures is an important biological principle that promises to be very useful for technical applications, where a dynamic control of surface attachment forces is required. Only recently, several bio-inspired robots have been developed, which use the fluid secretion (Federle et al. 2004) to make full contact to a rough surface, as high friction forces can be achieved even with very little contact area, especially if some interlocking is involved (Yoshizawa et al. 1993). Moreover, the cuticular surface of the euplantulae is characterized by a series of microscopic steps, with steeper sides facing distally. The advantages of such a surface profile are obvious. A distal push would reduce slipping on a rough surface, by catching small irregularities in the surface. The microstructured topography of the euplantulae may also account for the higher shear strength in the euplantulae when compared with the arolium. As the pad profile will facilitate drainage of the fluid secretion (Federle et al. 2006; Persson 2007), the highest peaks of the pad surface may come into closer contact with the substrate, which may be essential for generating high friction forces.

Direction dependence of attachment structures is an important biological principle that promises to be very useful for technical applications, where a dynamic control of surface attachment forces is required. Only recently, several bio-inspired robots have been developed, which are capable of climbing up vertical walls (Provancher et al. 2004; Asbeck et al. 2006; Autumn et al. 2006a). However, some climbing robots appear to have difficulty climbing head down, i.e. they have the same orientation during upward and downward climbing. This may be because their ‘legs’ are designed mainly for pulling. An insect-inspired robot foot that can generate both pushing and pulling forces might help to achieve better manoeuvrability.
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